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About This Game

Cossacks: European Wars is a historical real-time strategy based on events of the 16th through the 18th centuries in Europe,
when nations and states were created and demolished, and wars shed seas of blood. There are 16 nations or regions in Cossacks:

Algeria, Austria, England, France, the Netherlands, Piemonte, Poland, Portugal, Prussia, Russia, Saxony, Spain, Sweden,
Turkey, Ukraine, and Venice. Each has its own original graphics, economic and technical development peculiarities, military
advantages and drawbacks, and unique units and technologies, providing vast choices of tactics and strategy in war against any
enemy. Thus, England is the mightiest sea power, Austria has powerful light and heavy cavalry, and Cossacks are the pride of

the Ukrainian army.

Battles of up to 8,000 units may be conducted on single or network game maps. One can carry out lingering city sieges, wage
guerilla wars, capture commanding heights and arrange ambushes, deploy landing forces on enemy shores, and conduct sea

battles. The game system is arranged to reduce per-unit control and resource micromanagement, and to turn to global goals of
powerful economy formation, science development, the capturing of new lands, and defending borders.
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DoubleTap is a perfect recreation of the arcade game Point Blank in VR. A series of different types of fast-paced minigames,
all involving a pistol, that scores you after you've done them and gives you a final bonus stage at the end.

This is not to be confused with your run of the mill VR zombie shooters or shooting ranges. While technically the game is made
up of shooting ranges, the game plays to challenge you, and to make it fun at the same time, and that's the difference.

I bought this on sale, but it's worth full price. Can't wait to see what they bring out of early access. This does not feel like an
early access game at all - I can't fault it. Maybe lack of multiplayer? I don't know. I'm nitpicking.

Edit: HOWEVER, this game has been in early access since December 2017 and says it's only going to be there a few months.
I've created a thread in the steam discussions asking for an update now that it's April 2019. The game is short-lived and needs to
be honest about whether it's done or not.. Interesting concept, but the forced positioning wasn't interesting to me. I also think the
game would have been cuter with animals; the "girls hate nerds" was easy to remember, but it's not a stereotype I like. It's a good
game for some casual play, but it was hard for me to get deeper.. First of all, I really enjoyed this game, and I AM marking it as
recommended. The graphics are fantastic, the story is incredibly intriguing, and the puzzles are enjoyable and get quite
challenging. However, the ending comes abruptly and out of no where, and wraps up nothing, just leaves more mysteries and
questions. The credits started rolling and I was so confused, because where was the rest of the game??? I really want to keep
playing and finish the story, so hopefully they do finish it... Very fun and i can't wait for new Factions. Great fun as it always
has been. Really love the ability to edit scenarios and simply watch the chaos. Currently a bug when trying to add empires in the
sandbox mode where changing an empire's name closes the empire creation tool before you can create the empire. Creating a
scenario is pretty difficult too, particularly to paint/edit empires quickly.. There is no way to exit the game from with in it. You
heard me, no exit button.

EDIT: I've noticed that quite a few people can not even start the game after trouble shooting. If you are one of these people,
consider yourselves lucky. Roblox legitimately has better shooters than this. I mean seriously, when ♥♥♥♥ing Roblox is a
better first person shooter than your game you've ♥♥♥♥ed up.. A game that perfectly captures the symbolism of Anxiety. A
TRUE INDIE GAME! It's challenging to complete if you don't know what you're doing, but thats the beauty of it. The game
doesn't hold your hand. The art style and music are perfect for this style of game. but there are some issues.
Here are my notes:

Video: 7/10
The art style is unique. It was the perfect fit for the type of game the developer was trying to make. Which is a game of personal
experience and feelings. Don't take anything for granted because things aren't always as they seem.

Audio: 10/10
I can't say enough how important it is for audio in a game to completly immerse yourself. This game does that perfectly. The
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audio in this game was ment to pull you in and feel what the character is feeling. To actually feel the anxiety, to become 'The
Lady' at certain parts of the game. Well done.

Gameplay: 6/10
It's a simple side scroller with very few controls but the controls to seem a little klunky or non-responsive at times. Once you
find out what everything is in the game, you then know what you need to do to progress. The puzzles are difficult. You will find
yourself repeating yourself over and over again wondering "there is no way out" only to find that you were doing it wrong all
along. You actually have to do everything possible until you find out what to do. The game is very short. But if you cant figure
out the puzzles, then it's quite possibly a 70 hour game.

Overall: 6/10
If you are looking for something to play for a few hours or want a quick game to beat, I recomend this game for everyone to
play. The price is resonable to try out something new. It's purely a form of art.. Dont buy. There are soo many things that is not
right, and i have a -really- low standard for odd games. (For example i own most of the german indie titles for construction,
building, towing, transporting etc).

Graphics: Not all to chabby, but stutters even on low settings.
Physics: Let's not go there at all.
Camera: Well, uhm, it's just bad.
Gameplay: You cant move the camera *and* drive at the same time. As soon as you move the camera, your veichle stops.
There is problems scooping up stuff in general with loader and buckets. Debris just bounce around and out.

Soo, in conclusion, save your money. I bought it as i can tolerate most odd games, even bad ones. This is just worse.

\/Rikard
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A solid, straightforward platformer set in the absolutely bewildering "Manos" film. Of course it takes extreme liberties with the
source material, though never as strange as Darth Vader turning into a scorpion. Environments are expanded upon, all set to
8-bit renditions of the movie soundtrack, with a new level set in Plan 9 from Outer Space. There's a lot to like, though
absolutely nothing original to the gameplay- it's a quick and easy-ish play for lovers of all things Retro and/or Manos.

I leave you with two words: Torgo Mode.. It's pretty fun. The controls is something you need to get use to though (both
keyboard and controller)
 SAO anime is great, so I expected the game to be the same. It's alright, once again it's the controls you'll just need to get use to
when playing.

Not sure if I will recommend it to anyone, but overall it's an okay game.. This a fun and unique top down RPG. The graphics
crisp and entertaining, gameplay is very smooth and quick to learn. Worth the download for sure.. It's the same graphics and
gameplay as the classic wolfenstein 3d but there are 21 new action packed levels, the game has a lot of ammo boxes spread
around and it's boss battles every few levels making the game more intense than the original wolfenstein 3d, you also get the
minigun on almost all levels so even if you die you can go all guns blazing almost the whole level after you restart.

The only wierd thing about the gameplay is how you can get two extra lifes on level two meaning you can stock up on 9 extra
lives by grabbing them and then letting a guard execute you. But I guess thats only for the wimps ;)

The game runs well on windows and proton on linux, but on proton\/linux the mouse doesn't work. This Game is by Reality
Pump and is Pre Earth 2140.
This game is World War 3. The game its self looks very like earth 2140. with less units and zero Mechs.
The res System is the Standerd Earth 2140 system and has been improved threw the years, i only baught this game to play when
im bored and for that it is acceptable. I WHULD NOT RECOMMEND THIS GAME. HOWEVER I WHULF RECOMEND
EARTH 2150. It uses simmaler system for Res Gathering and you can costom your Units.. World 3/5 - Level 1 (Each world has
5-7 levels)

A game that sometimes makes surgeon simulator look like it has good controls.

Pros:
- Good concept
- Level design

Cons:
- The controls are total♥♥♥♥♥♥ It expects you to perform percise movements and doesnt give you the tools to do so.
- If you beat a world (6 levels+bonus) the game will start there (X-1) no matter how many times you die. However, you have 5
lives to beat those 7 levels - total. Fail and play all 7 again.
- There is a level reset button that works when you are not death imment and want to retry. However, there is no full reset option
(level 1), so I would keep purposefully killing myself to reset it, which took too much time and seems really dumb.. I really
enjoyed this game, especially the puzzles. The puzzles were at times difficult but nothing to extreme. The characters in the game
are pretty cool too. I really enjoyed the theme of the game and I would recommend it to anyone who is looking for a cool and
fun puzzles game to spend their time on.. Don't like this game, recieved it for free but it's not my type of game,

If you like Space Shooters that are simple, this is the game for you. Cannot recommend this game as it takes 2x less time than
Episode 1 for completion and ends way too soon. It's got only 1 main hub, compared to the two in Episode 1. Puzzles are good
and the story is fine (if you consider the 5min plot at the beginning to be a story), but this is way too short to be worth it. Not to
mention the gap between Episode 1 ending and the intro of Episode 2.

To only make things worse, it seems the developers abandoned this series.. A solid RPG that works with Windows 7 64 bit and
the Steam Overlay. Nothing particularly makes this title stand out, but it has all the conventions of a normal RPG and runs
stably. If you are looking for another RPG to kill some time, try out Avencast, you are sure to get your money's worth.
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